Answer Key

Crossword Puzzle
1. Washington
2. Germantown
3. Chew
4. Patriots
5. British
6. October
7. Revolution

Word Scramble
Washington
Germantown
Cliveden
Musgrave
Independence
Secret Message
Revolution

Word Search

Maze

Word Scramble

Name Match
1. Benjamin Chew
2. Will
3. General George Washington

Picture Differences: Missing Objects
1. Volute: a spiral ornament
2. Urn: a large ornamental vase
3. Downspout Leader Head: funnels water from the gutter to the downspout
4. Window bars: installed for security
5. Shutter: a solid covering for a window
6. Pilaster: a shallow rectangular feature projecting from a wall. Here it is imitating a column.
7. Jack Arch or Flat Arch: architectural device used to help support the weight of a structure

13 Colonies
Massachusetts (L), Rhode Island (K), Connecticut (J), New Hampshire (M), New York (I), Pennsylvania (G), New Jersey (H), Delaware (F), Maryland (E), Virginia (D), North Carolina (C), South Carolina (B), Georgia (A).
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